We are living through unprecedented times. As we move from level 4 to level 3, teachers in
Aoteaora have much to consider: How do I care for myself and my own whanau? How do I
support children to learn through distance / at home / remote / online learning? Can I continue ‘walk my talk’
in terms of my beliefs about quality teaching and learning? In these two workshops we will explore these
questions, and suggest some ways in which dramatic inquiry can help. The two workshops are a series and
will complement each other. We hope you will want to attend both. However, either one can be attended separately

WORKSHOP ONE
Dramatic Inquiry and Home Learning
WORKSHOP SUITABLE FOR: teachers and caregivers of
primary - intermediate aged children
FACILITATOR: Viv Aitken (Tatai Angitu E3@ Massey Ministry Accredited facilitator)
In this interactive workshop, Viv will suggest FOUR
ways dramatic inquiry can be used within distance
learning / home learning / online programmes. These
practical, manageable ideas will allow your children to learn in imagined worlds (not the same as
virtual ones) - with engaging, meaningful, authentic, agentic and safe activities. Participants will
leave the workshop having reflected on their own
priorities for teaching and learning and with at
least one practical idea to include in their own
programme. The workshop is designed for teachers
and caregivers with an interest in dramatic inquiry; ie child-structured dramatic play, process
drama, drama for learning and / or Mantle of the
Expert. Some Ideas from this workshop will be
futher developed in WORKSHOP TWO

REGISTER AT:
https://forms.gle/4PbNyhn7KiBGYyTG9

WORKSHOP TWO
DOG SQUAD: A dramatic adventure for home learning
WORKSHOP SUITABLE FOR: Primary / intermediate
teachers
FACILITATORS: Viv Aitken (Tatai Angitu E3@ Massey
- Ministry Accredited facilitator) and Renee Downey
(Otaika Valley School)
In this workshop, Viv will be joined by classroom
teacher and curriculum leader Renee, to talk about
DOG SQUAD - a Mantle of the Expert-inspired adventure for home learning they wrote together (inspired by the work of Tim Taylor and explore.com in
the UK). The programme is being trialled in Renee’s
class at the moment, with children highly engaged
and excited about their learning. The workshop will
cover the planning process and delivery, surprises
and challenges, and examples of children’s responses. Participants will be encouraged to consider ways to adapt this model for their own settings. This workshop is designed for teachers with
an interest in dramatic inquiry (particularly the
extended, cross curricula approach known as Mantle of the Expert). Some experience in planning and
teaching in dramatic inquiry will be an advantage,
though not essential. Some ideas from this workshop
build on those from WORKSHOP ONE.

REGISTER AT:
https://forms.gle/aa59gVUUfYVo18GQ7

